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Creating demand for these products and services. This action facilitates deceleration fuel cut off, faster warm
up of the Engine and has four curve ignition mapping Like all TVS Motor Company products, TVS Centra too
has been engineered and designed keeping in mind extensive customer feedback and changing customer
needs. Its unrelenting pursuit of customer satisfaction in all aspects if manufacturing of 2-wheeler is reflected
in over 6 million satisfied owners of mopeds, motorcycles and scooters. The basic process, which is followed
for marketing research, can be divided into different ten steps. TVS Motor revenues grow at  One has to accept
the fact that people i. The motorcycle segment witnessed stupendous growth in  Retail finance has become
even more difficult. TVS Motor strives for long-term relationships of mutual trust and inter- dependence with
its customers, employees, dealers and suppliers. However, it is not necessary to sample the entire target
population or even a substantial portion to achieve reliable results. Overall, the changes boost peak torque to a
high 10 Nm at a low 4, rpm. Nevertheless, this phenomenon proved short-lived and the two-wheeler sales
declined marginally in FY In opposite situation i. The share of TVS in industry sales fluctuated on a year on
year basis till FY as it changed its product mix but has declined since then. The internal analysis consists of
work environment, labor force, productivity, source of finance, etc. Ltd of Sri Lanka. Consumer preferences
have shifted in favour of motorbikes and though this is partly related to price factors, it is also due to the fact
that motorcycles are actually being seen as better vehicles than the heavy and unwieldy geared scooters. The
characteristics of each of the three broad segments are discussed. The basis tents of TQM, including daily
work management, Policy management, Kaizen continuous improvement , training and standardization are
followed across our organization. Contact Methods : Once the sampling plan has been determined, it must be
decided how the samples will be contacted: mail, telephone, personal or online interview. However, as the
demand started shifting towards motorcycles, the company witnessed a gradual erosion of its market share.
For some, shorter distances to span. Today newspaper advertisement is not as much effective as in earlier
stage. Though the people of Belgaum may know it just in the name of dealer of automobiles but it has spread
it net into various business units. FY also witnessed a healthy growth in overall two- wheeler sales led by
higher growth in motorcycles even as the sales of scooters and mopeds continued to decline. It requires a lot of
hard work and it is also a time consuming process. A side stand alarm that beeps if you forget to take off the
stand. Hero Honda is using above most of the for an advertisement of his product. Data Sources : The
researcher can gather primary data as well as secondary data. Although the three players have dominated the
market for a relative long period of time, their individual market shares have undergone a major change. It
also distributes automotive spare parts for several leading manufacturers. In our quest to achieves world class
levels in quality as well as improvements in design and processes, the company has formed special task forces
to monitor quality related performance. The report contains first of all brief introduction about the company.
The company expects to obtain the approval of High Court of Tamil Nadu and complete other statutory
formalities in the next few months. The roller cam follower technology that TVS first adopted in the Centra
has been inducted into the Star City for friction reduction and increased mileage. With the help of this study
report the organization come to know the customer feedback and make improvements in the required area. The
Deming Prize is the ultimate confirmation of our commitment to quality control.


